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Part 3 : The Zero Movement :The Dutch and the Belgians.
The Netherlands: Nul = 0 (to distinguish it from ZERO)
One year after the proclamation (March 1960 see part 1) of ‘The Informals’, Gallery 207 in
Amsterdam announced another manifest: ‘MANIFEST AGAINST NOTHING’.
These are the first activities of the ‘NUL Group’ members Armando (1929) , Henk Peeters
Jan Henderikse (1937) and Jan Schoonhoven (1914-1994). “For its well-being the
Dutch people do not need art. Art can be missed like a hole in the head”. All art
institutions will be liquidated. It’s the launching a new beginning. “The Nul-Group” wants
to annul or cast out the figure in art and to assume the trivialities like they are. (see pag.

(1925-2013),

3. part 2)

All kinds of materials were used in the art works of The Nul-Group, like tires, bolts, metal
plates, ostrich feathers and other varieties of down, animal hides, leaves, branches,
stacked oil drums and crates.
On the 9th March 1962 an important exhibition with their works takes place at the
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. Also foreign artists participate: Mack and Piene as
initiators and founding fathers of the ZERO Movement, but also other members as
followers like Arman, Pol Bury, Bernard Aubertin, Enrico Castellani, Piero Dorazio, Oskar
Holweck, Yayoi Kusama, Dadamaino, Piero Manzoni, Almir Magvignier, Christian Megert,
Uli Pohl, Francesco Lo Savio, Günther Uecker, Jef Verheijen and hermandevries . The
group breaks-up in 1965.
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The Dutch.
J.J. Schoonhoven (1914-1994)
Jan schoonhoven has been employed by the PTT (Department Buildings) from 1946 his
entire working life. He did not own a studio, instead he produces his works of art at home
at the kitchen table. Schoonhoven is PTT employee B-18977, he leads a quiet and regular
life. Duty means everything to J.J.Schoonhoven. His work consists of orderly, repetitive,
composed structures of glued paper-mâché. He signs his work with the initials J.J.
Schoonhoven is forever and always attached to his birth place Delft: "I can’t live without
Delft". I feel connected to city and all of its little stones ". (1.p.20) Dressed in a Monty
coat (or duffle coat) remains an age-long habit. He marries ‘Anita de Geus’ who sings
jazz and has an enormous amount of jazz records. The Schoonhovens are friends for life
with Henk Peeters and his wife Truus Nienhuis. Schoonhoven likes a good drink which
often affects his ability to work.
However Schoonhoven is influenced by Paul Klee, whose work is poetic and musical and
everything but orderly, Schoonhoven’s art is formal and will develop in time in a more
analytical way.
For his son Schoonhoven makes toys with toilet paper, toilet rolls, newspapers,
cardboard, glue and paint. Later on in his life, during the years 1958-1959 he will use
these toys in its artistic produce – chaotically ordered- which leads to the 'Informal Art'
that he himself calls the 'École the Paris (Parisian-esque) period, like his work 'Relief
Construction détruite' from 1958 which is in the collection of The Hague Municipal
Museum. These works are of a freakish, lumpy and abstract organic nature, which
Schoonhoven carefully constructs and made of wet cardboard and glue that is he moulds
and later trashes.
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Around 1958 Schoonhoven becomes impressed by the ‘Italian count Manzoni’ who visits
Rotterdam. Manzoni shows Schoonhoven, gallery owner Hans Sonnenberg and Henk
Peeters a number of his ‘Achromen’ (white abstract works). Perfect colourless works
which are completely pure of nature and do not evoke any association. A reaction to the
war which appeal to meditation, pureness and innocence.
In 1965 the Nul group breaks up. Jan Schoonhoven closes a deal with ‘Leo Verboon and
Albert Vogel’ of Gallery OREZ (a reversal of ZERO) located at the Java Street 17 in The
Hague. Schoonhoven calls Leo Verboon affectionately 'Daddy'. In 1971 Verboon and
Vogel separate and gallery 'OREZ' is split-up in ‘OREZ VOGEL’’ and Verboon’s 'OREZ
MOBILE'. Schoonhoven chooses for the latter.
Schoonhoven lives in a upper House, a very sober decorated house. He creates all his
works at the kitchen table. Therefore his works are of limited size and never exceed
the size of his kitchen table which measure 50by 41 inches. His works don’t have titles,
titles are out of the question and forbidden. They only have a reference number; works
have no meaning or message. Schoonhoven calls his work 'sweethearts'.
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At the 9th Biennale of São Paulo in 1967, organised by ‘beautiful’ Eddy de Wilde’, Jan
Schoonhoven is awarded with the second price for his ‘ Circle' from 1967. This price is
the start of his success. The Circle is in 2001 auctioned off at Sotheby's Amsterdam for
340,000 guilder. From 1968 there is an increase in demand for Schoonhoven-reliefs. Due
to this rise is that a lot of his works are executed by students. From 1973 is his assistant,
the electronic engineer, Aad in 't Veld, the only man who is executing most of his works.
Currently, Schoonhoven is considered as one of the most important ZERO-NUL artists.
Henk Peeters (1925-2013)
Henk Peeters’ merits are mainly on an organizational level. Henk Peeters was
a true Ambassador of the ZERO art and Nul group. In a very early stage he is initiating
contacts with Piero Manzoni, Lucio Fontana, Yves Klein, the German Zero artists and the
Japanese Gutai-group. Peeters knew how to bring all these people together, link their
opinions and ideas by writing critiques, publications and the organization of exhibitions.
Peeters was a real communist and perhaps is this the reason for his use of cheap and
everyday materials like cotton pads, HEMA dishwashing brushes, plastics, feathers,
pyrography, hair and cow hides - in the later years of his career.
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Jan Henderikse (1937)
Jan Henderikse is probably the most realistic artist of the Nul-Group. Mostly his affiliation
lies with the French “Le Nouveau Réalisme” and its artists, like Arman and Daniel Spoerri.
He began experimenting with assemblages and mainly uses industrial waste products
and everyday common objects such as produce – and beer crates, license plates, money
and corks. He shamelessly uses everything which crosses his path. He considers himself
as the artist with the highest “Zero” factor and claims his art is the most objective and
impersonal.
Repetition and serials are the characteristics which correspond with industrial mass
production and assembly line items. A close relation can be seen between Henderikse
and Pop Art.

Crates and crates with beer 1960-1962
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Armando (1929)
One of the first works that I bought in 1979, as advisor contemporary art to the
Municipality of Helmond was the Armando’s painting 'Espace Criminel' from 1958.
Armando has created several variations on this title. Armando obtained significant fame
with this series. Dark, completely black and red-black paintings in which paint has been
mixed with thick layers of sand and glue. These paintings, like I mentioned in the first
installment of the Zero movement ‘Privé Domein 105’, belong to the informal or abstract
expressionism art. A few years later, Armando creates works of art on hard board and
steel plates with bolts or barbed wire and nails or merely tires and oil drums. The Zero
period is for Armando not of long duration, after 1965 it was over.
Armando is a versatile artist, poet, writer, dramatist and composer.
The complete oeuvre of Armando can be seen in the light of his experiences in the
Second World War when he spend his childhood near concentration camp Amersfoort.
(a camp de transit or “Durchgangslager” which was also used as a labour- or prison
camp). The motives of perpetrators and ‘the guilty landscape’ which has been a witness
of the horrors have been influenced all his work.
In a recently held television interview he admitted to “being guided or led by” in
everything he does.
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His sculptures, paintings, drawings, books and publications are being exhibited on a
permanent basis in MOA Oud Amelisweerd, a beautifully renovated 18th century manor.
Kees van Bohemen is also one of the founders of the NUL movement, but honestly
said I see his work more aa informal art and later as abstract-figurative expressionism
art.
hermandevries (1931)
hermandevries is a for a short period of time a member of the Nul-Group. After the
second edition of Nul = 0 the editorial staff breaks up. hermandevries continues to
publish the magazine by himself. He stops after publishing two more editions of the
magazine.
It’s hard to say whether hermandevries actually really belonged to the Nul-Group.
According to my opinion he’s closer to Otto Piene and Heinz Mack of the ZERO Movement
intending to strive to restore the balance between man and nature. Although Piene and
Mack are looking to restore this balance by looking into the relationship of man and
technological innovations by means of using light effects, hermandevries stays closer to
nature and earth as a whole by paying more attention to plants (also ones with
hallucinating effects), grasses, leaves, herbs, dead trees and animals.
hermandevries selects, groups, classifies and organises, takes soil samples and studies
biotopes of the living nature. Collected samples are being touched, smelled and tasted.
He refers to his works as ‘Collages Trouvé.
From its Bavarian nature residence Eschenau, where he more or less accidentally
landed, he developed in contact with the nature a living Oriental philosophy about
life and death.
Currently, the work of hermandevries - in cooperation with the Mondriaan Fund- is
represented in the Dutch Gerrit Rietveld Pavilion in the Venice ‘Giardini’ ( the former pest
island of ‘Lazzaretto Vecchio’, now known as ‘Giardini’ ).

hermandevries: Unified with the nature.
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All in one – one in all

ZERO ON THE SCHEVENINGEN SEA PROJECT
‘Scheveningen Sea Project’ was perhaps an imitation of the ‘Sahara project by Heinz
Mack’ in 1959 and the ideas of Otto Piene 'Road to Paradise' in 1961. Henk Peeters
maintained intimate contacts with these artists and wanted to organize - in collaboration
with galerie OREZ - from 15 April to 7 May 1966 - the project 'ZERO on Sea' around the
Scheveningen Pier. Fifty artists from the ZERO world could deliver plans for a
‘Gesamtkunstwerk' : Visual Arts, music, literature and theatre at the Pier, the beach, the
sea and in the air. Artists who were involved include: Lucio Fontana, Günther
Uecker, Heinz Mack, Otto Piene, all members of the NUL group, Yayoi Kusama, Georg
Rickeye, Walter Leblanc, Pol Bury, Arman, Gianni Colombo, Hans Haacke, Ferdinand
Spindle, Hans Bisschoffshausen and Yves Klein.
The project would be financed by ‘The Exploitatie maatschappij Scheveningen’. The plan
could not be executed for reasons of unfeasible plans like fragile constructions which are
not resistant to the Dutch weather conditions and huge costs.

Piene 2 drawings for ZERO on Sea - Photomontage Peeters with works of Colombo, Haacke, Mack ‘66

Letting go of existing rules and values was an absolute requirement for all of these
artists. A fresh consciousness and zeal in order to create a new harmony between man
and nature develops by triggering reflections of light and movement by means of
technology. A desire for simplicity and philosophical opinions – lingering between heaven
and earth – the search for and staying close to purity and the yearning for light. Flying
up like beams of light, to caress the earth by skimming over and landing upon it. The
Dutch are more “Down to Earth”, “Just be normal, that’s crazy enough”, the Calvinist
roots if you will.
THE BELGIANS
Jef Verheyen - Walter Leblanc - Paul van Hoeydonck
Jef Verheijen (1932-1984)
The artistic climate is very stuffy in Belgium with the informal - expressionistic art.
Verheijen joints already from 1956 and following years friendships with Fontana, Yves
Klein, Piero Manzoni, Uecker, Megert, Goepfert, Mack, Piene and Pol Bury.
Having played an active role in founding the G-58 group in Antwerp (in the Spring of
1958) and having taken part in its first exhibitions, Verheyen tears away from the group
after the opening of his first show, “De Zoldermythe”, at the Hessenhuis – a sixteenth
century warehouse. At the end of 1958 (29 november.-11 January 1959) the artist movement G
58 (Group 1958) organized an important exhibition in the historically famous 16th century
warehouse Hessenhuis in Antwerp. This first exhibition got the name 'The Attic Myth'
because the space is in the attic of this building. The third exhibition in 1959 under the
name of 'Vision in Motion/Motion in Vision' was devoted to the kinetic art.
Jef Verheijen develops a new concept of what art in his eyes supposed to be:
'Panchromatic art': encompassing all colours; sensitive to all wavelengths of light or all
colours have to be united in ONE IMAGE. Panchromatic art distinguishes itself by
oligochromatic (use of monochrome works and only a limited number of colors).
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“Panchromy” – which could be derived from the word “Panchromatic”; sensitive to all
wavelengths of light or all colours have to be united in one image. Verheyen’s questions
how a panchromatic environment or a unit of colours can create a fourth dimension – the
function of time which can refer to time as another dimension along with length, width
and depth – “La Vitesse de la Lumière” or “Lichtgeschwindigkeit”. This idea of time as a
fourth dimension is usually attributed to the "Theory of Special Relativity" proposed in
1905 by the German physicist Albert Einstein (1879-1955).
Verheyen denounces the teachings of the Eastern Asian Philosophy. Buddhism argues
that all conditioned things are in a constant state of flux. Buddhism states that all
physical and mental events come into being and dissolve. Nothing lasts, and everything
decays. “inconstancy” or “impermanence”. Verheyen doesn’t agree with this. He
perceives his work as “Unidimensional” or “One-Dimensional”. Verheyen employed a
technique in which he builds up paint in a multi-layered work in order to create several
graduations of colour in order to generate a state of unity and therefore a state of
permanence or constancy (the quality of staying the same even though other things
change). In his works we have to perceive all the colours at the same time which, to
Verheyen, means “Seeing”. Verheyen’s intention has to do with the rhythm of life – a
force much like breathing.
Verheijen is therefore against the views of Mondrian who borders his separate colors and
sees only ‘one-dimensional’. Verheijen wants with all colors portray a unique dimension,
an image without beginning and without end, paintings should not be seen as a totality
and spatial read off but experienced as one Unity. At Mondrian one sees only particle for
particle.
Verheijen wonders how the fourth dimension could be painted – a panchromatic colours
unit with all colours united: 'La vitesse de la lumière or Lichtgeschwindigkeit'.
Verheijen designates the method of East Asian philosophy, which perceive an object so
long until it solves itself. For Verheijen aims to SEE all colors at once in the same time.
The intention of Verheijen has to do with rhythm of life – breathing – everything
breathes, even nature and therefore are my paintings organic – realistic. However, they
show no mysticism and do not refer to a sunset, but to a ‘Everything' : my paintings are
'ALLFARBIG'.
The thoughts of Verheijen surely must have been influenced by Monet's paintings like
‘The Water Lilies’ and the thirty different daylight versions of the ‘Cathedral of Rouen’
(1890-1894) in which reality is, but you can the images experience as a unit of color.
Seeing the works of Cézanne Verheijen will also be influenced by sliding his eyes over a
field of modulations/graduations.

Monet cathedral Rouen 1890-1894 – Water lilies ‘Nymphéas’ 1915-1926 Cézanne St. Victoire 1904-1906

Verheijen: hommage to Monet 1970
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Verheijen: Diamond 1984

Mondriaan, Composition 111,1929 Verheijen: hommage to Mondriaan 1970 Verheijen La peintre Flamand 1962

Walter Leblanc (Antwerp 1932-1986 Apt)
Verheijen and Leblanc are the main representatives of the ZERO movement in
Belgium and their importance is I think long underestimated. Leblanc is in my eyes just
as important as Jan Schoonhoven.
Verheijen and Leblanc have become both not old. Verheijen only 52 years old, he dies
on the Judo mats in the France city Apt of a heart attack and Leblanc 54 years crashed
by a tragic car accident on the way to the preparation for the exhibition 'Between
plane and space' in Museum of modern art in Brussels.
In 1958 he founds the group G58 in the Hessenhuis of which Jef Verheyen also was a
member.
Leblanc has a very balanced development. Even in his earliest works in the 1950's we
see a hesitant search for ‘less’ and a ‘sense of order’.

1957 mixed media.
(From informal to Zero)

Twisted Strings 1959

Sand gouache 1960

1. In 1959 discovered Leblanc the ‘Torsie (torsion)’ as the basic element in his work
(torsion means rotation, distortion). LeBlanc calls this work TWISTED STRINGS: cotton
threads that Leblanc yokes on a monochrome single white or black and sometimes a red
canvas. The first works turned the artist all by hand but in later works Leblanc makes use
of a device to the torsions. If the sun during the day is over and the light slides over the
Twisted Strings, moving shadows also. Shadow plays, just like light, a crucial role in the
work of LeBlanc. A similar effect is obtained when the viewer moves along the painting.
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Different members of the ZERO; Gruppo Enne from Padua, Gruppo T from Milan, Groupe
de Recherche d'Art Visuel (GRAV) from Paris and other groups were engaged in working
with light and movement which culminated in ‘Kinetic Art’.
However no other artist like Walter Leblanc can we speaking of such a serene,
sober, lyrically poetic and subtle-sensuality.
2A. Torsions: Mobilo-Statics. In the Mobilo-Statics are replaced the cotton threads
by two-coloured polyvinyl-ribbons; the torsions are merged in repeating forms. At the
torsions-statics Leblanc makes use of the torsions-sculptures in the primary colors red,
yellow and blue. Colour contrasts will underline the differences in turn direction and
touring number stronger and light-shadow-motion effects calls.
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Torsion-Sculpture, steel 1977/78

2B. Torsions: Sculptures. Free-standing sculptures in which two spiral forms in
opposite direction light and shade nuances calls.
3. Archetypes (ancient basic forms). LeBlanc considers the torsion form as a primary
objective form equivalent to the ‘triangle’, the ‘square’ and the ‘circle’, which are
fundamental at its archetypes.
From 1978 is Leblanc looking for the extreme proportions and compositions in
drawings, and twisted strings which eventually lead to his free-standing sculptures.

Archetype 1980

Archetype 1981/86

Archetype 1985

Leblanc could not finish his dream, a giant sculpture in Brussels metro station, because
he died in a car accident on 4 January 1986. On basis of notes and sketches by Leblanc
has his wife Nicole can complete its work.

MetroStation Simonis Brussels from 1986
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Paul van Hoeydonck (1925)
The name of Paul van Hoeydonck comes in the many books on the Zero artists
least forward, why is a mystery, as well as why certain artists suddenly very rise in price.
Probably a market mechanism of the very large galleries.
Van Hoeydonck is one of the founders of the famous G58 Hessenhuis in Antwerp.
In 1955 works Paul van Hoeydonck geometrically abstract and becomes a member of the
groups ‘ArtAbstrait’, ‘Forme’ and ‘Art Construit’ and in 1957 he creates his monochrome
white abstract 'Light works', in which he evokes with white paint on canvas and stuck
white shredded paper subtle whites and light gradations.
Many artists have ZERO interest in the conquest of space by the cosmonauts. Paul van
Hoeydonck is very inspired and designs Planet-space landscapes, space puppets,
mutants, and little astronauts and robots. In 1971 travels the sculpture 'Fallen Astronaut'
along with the Apollo 15 to the moon where it on 2 August on the Moon is placed and
Paul van Hoeydonck the first artist is with a work on the moon.

Light work 1960

Monument for fallen Astronauts 2. aug.1971

Robot

Paul van Hoeydonck finds with these works more connection at the Nouveau Realists
from France.
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